Circular

Sub: Resuming Academic, Curricular and Co-curricular activities for UG1, UG2, and UG3 students from July 13, 2020 - regarding

In view of COVID-19 being declared as a Pandemic by WHO and other advisory issued by Central and State Governments to prevent the spread of Coronavirus, the institute was closed from 16 March 2020 and, as a precautionary measure, students were advised to vacate the hostels and sent to their home places for a safe stay at home. In the meantime, Our institute is observing the ongoing situation and following advisories of the Government of India from time to time to assess the further course of actions.

If every preventive measure is taken up seriously and the situation improves by the end of May 2020, we plan to start our academic activities for UG1, UG2 and UG3 from July 13, 2020, subject to other guidelines issued by MHRD, Government of India. We have the following plan in the first 3 weeks of the reopening on July 13, 2020 (tentative):

1) **Phase 1 [13 July 2020 - 18 July 2020]**: All academic activities including recap of pending topics that are covered through online sessions / doubts clearing sessions / quizzes and other face-to-face sessions will be held in Phase 1.

2) **Phase 2 [19 July 2020 - 01 August 2020]**: All academic activities including final examinations, BTP / Honors Presentations / Project Evaluations of the courses and the pending tasks related to Spring 2020 will be held in Phase 2.

Students are hereby informed that the academic activities for UG1, UG2 and UG3 will resume on 13 July 2020 (subject to the revision based on overall readiness and advisories from Government of India) and students should report at the institute on the above mentioned date.

Sd/-
Registrar-In-Charge

To
All Students of UG1, UG2, and UG3

Copy to:
1) All Faculty Members
2) The Office of the Registrar
3) Academic Office to File
4) All Notice Boards / Hostels / Finance Section